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Loudspeaker Cessaro Liszt
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Cessaro is one of those German ma-

nufacturers who are primarily big in

Asia but less active in the German

market. All the more reason why

we’re so delighted to bring you the

journalistic world premiere of the

Cessaro Liszt in image hifi.

The story of creation

John Corigliano’s orchestral soundtrack to Ken Russell’s movie
”Altered States“ is not easy to listen to. Corigliano traces a scien-
tist’s drug experiments which lead to a physical-genetic regressi-
on: hence the addlebrained speculative German title ”Der Höl-
lentrip“ (The Trip to Hell). The theme of the story is that during
their embryonic development, every person goes through the ge-
netic development of Homo sapiens. The script makes the rever-
se possible, and allows the scientist to temporarily revert to being
a Stone Age man and primate-like creature. The music is corre-
spondingly dramatic: wild percussion passages, the play with
timbres and strange melodies, oft-repeated strong contrasts
from loud to quiet, far-distant references replacing calm, almost
intimate moments. Only a really good system, only really good
speakers can reproduce the entire spectrum. 
Because this music, following the contemporary classical

schools of the likes of György Ligeti or Krzysztof Penderecki, ne-
ver wears thin, yet demands everything from a hi-fi system, I ha-
ve listened to the LP (RCA ABL1-3983 and the re-issue AGL1-
5066) repeatedly. Every time it’s different, depending on the
strengths and weaknesses of the current system. I knew this re-
cording really well. It was without doubt one of the first records
I wanted to play on the Cessaro Liszts that had been freshly in-
stalled in the editorial listening room. The almost 1 tonne-per-
pair, over seven feet tall horn speakers pointed to an unusually
deep, wide and precise spatiality for a horn system from the very
first listening, as well as a seamless rendition of timbre that’s
equally not to be taken for granted in horns. So, I put on ”Alte-
red States“, first I hear Corigliano’s atmospheric flickering of no-
tes in space – in an unbelievably vivid space, then I hear the deep
attacks of the grand piano – a grand piano that has been recor-
ded quite differently to the orchestra and is accentuated higher
in the mix – how is it that I’ve never had that presented so clear-
ly to me before? I hear the wind instruments that are intended to
embody the ritual Peruvian horns during the scientist’s first drug
trip, and I don’t just hear their strong, penetrating idiosyncratic
squawking – I hear it almost graphically in front of me, as if I
could reach out and touch it. In this way the entire orchestra
spreads itself before me, in such a way that one no longer con-
templates positioning, space, relative size imaging or whether the
deep drumbeats have enough volume. Or whether the subse-
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quent tumult of the orchestra is perhaps a little compressed on
the record. No. It’s not. And here I hear that for the first time.
Everything has an almost physically accessible definition, such
that I feel wide-eyed and wide-eared, a bit like a young guy who,
upon riding a proper motorbike for the first time, remembers
how fast he thought his old Vespa was.
And the best and perhaps most amazing change: the previous-

ly ‘difficult’ soundtrack is now totally easy to listen to.  The way
it just unfolds in front of you, the way it develops its power from
within whilst wandering from scene to scene, it all appears so na-
tural. It’s like a transformation back to the fundamental nature
of the music. The music no longer appears complex, but rather
fired by an immediate sonic joy. The impression is to a certain
extent similar to that of experiencing a concert in a real concert
hall. Sometimes you notice one group of instruments, someti-
mes you listen to the supporting voices, but it’s easy to stay with
the central theme of the music with the Liszts, precisely because
everything is played back so tangibly and light-footed and there
is no need to strain to hear through the demands of a difficult re-
cording. For me, the Liszt has this kind of live-sounding trans-
parency in a previously unheard-of quality.
Anyone familiar with several large loudspeaker systems will

know that with all that punch that they are capable of producing,

xxx
Test system (associated equipment)
Turntables: Brinkmann Oasis, TW-Acustic Raven Black Night Tonearms: Brink-
mann 10.5, TW-Acustic Raven 10.5 Cartridges: Brinkmann Pi, Kondo IO-M Phono
step-up transformer: Kondo KSL-SF-Z Phono stage: TRON Seven Phono CD
player: Spectral SDR4000SL D-A Converter: Eximus DP1 Preamplifiers: Spectral
DMC30SS, TRON Seven Line, Thöress Full Function Preamplifier Power Ampli-
fiers: Rike Audio Edzard, TRON Telstar, Spectral DMA-260, Thöress 300B Louds-
peakers: Harbeth M40.1 Cables: Audioplan MusiCable and PowerCord, Silent Wi-
re Imperial, TRON, Harmonix Golden Performance Accessories: Audioplan:
Powerstar SIII, Finefilter S, Powerplant 100S, 1500U; Thixar stands, Acoustic Sy-
stem resonators and phase correctors, Harmonix RFA-7800 room tuning, L’Art du
Son CD cleaner/conditioner and record cleaning fluid, Stylast
xxxx
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they can quite often have difficulty leaving small instrumentati-
ons small and delicate occurrences delicate. After the First Hal-
lucination in the Altered States soundtrack you only need to li-
sten as far as the Love Theme to appreciate how the new Cessaro
horns handle this. It starts with a beautiful, almost sweet flute
melody, recorded with stringed instruments. The Liszt reprodu-
ces these fine movements as tenderly, breezily and floatingly as
one could wish for. And as before, with a kind of tangibility, as if
you could touch the very structure of the sounds with your fin-
gers.
Like in the Final Transformation scene of the movie, the Liszt

masters the abrupt switching from one state to another, without
smearing, and without any detectable memory effect. In the abo-
vementioned scene, William Hurt is battling against a further
physical regression, and in so doing, crashes from one side of a
hallway to the other. With this dramatic director’s trick one sees
how with one impact he is the scientist, and with the next he has
transformed into another state of being. Now, I don’t want to
compare the Liszt with the sci-fi realm into which the movie has
long since drifted. But this scene delivers an excellent example of
how precisely the Liszt transcribes changing sound inputs, and
how easy it is to go from one extreme to the other.
The first album from Gong, Camembert Electrique (Virgin VC

502) suffers from a somewhat dull bandmix with merely mode-
rate resolution when the line-up increases in number. Listening
to these passages on the Liszts is like a sonic archaeological dig.
Although the passages appear even more clearly like mixing desk
corpses, as if by magic, the big speakers pull out unexpected qua-
lities and insights into the sonic details, for instance a great free
bass energy. One moment you’re shocked by a clear female voice
appearing directly in front of you, the next by an equally highly-
resolved guitar. 
Of course, the Liszt doesn’t relay just the source material to

your ears with such extreme resolution. It does the same with the
source equipment, and this statement comes with a big fat excla-
mation mark. Not for nothing did Ralph Krebs, founder, owner

Rear view: the 2 meter 16 tall and 450 kg heavy box
appears lithe and lissom due to its shape
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Mounting hole for the big midrange horn
with 30 mm multiplex plywood wall

A view inside the top enclosure: the two bass drivers from PHL in France
are arranged in a V-formation

The start of the 2 meter 30 cm long bass horn, and underneath, the channel opening to the lower enclosure.
The opening where the light is coming in is where the midrange horn is mounted
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and chief developer of Cessaro, also bring his own front end to
the test. Woah! A TW-Acustic Raven Black Night turntable with
a Kondo IO-M cartridge, along with the corresponding Kondo
KSL SF-Z step-up transformer. Krebs doesn’t do things by hal-
ves! Before I got going with the Liszts, I thought he just wanted
to provide me with equipment that I was conversant with, be-
cause I normally listen with Kondo kit, as well as an outstanding
turntable. After experiencing his new horn system I understood:
he just wanted to make sure that the system could deliver the re-
solution to test the speakers to the full, rather than to limit them
from the word go. 
Thomas Woschnick, developer and manufacturer of the Raven

Black Night, contributed top tube electronics from TRON Elec-
tric, the separate Seven Phono and Seven Line stages along with
the Telstar 211 power amp. To start with I was surprised at the
explanation that the Telstar with the optional silver transformers
would have actually been much better for the Liszts, but were not
currently available. To me the ‘standard’ Telstar sounded outs-
tanding, perhaps not quite the same level of resolution – sorry,
Kondo again – as an Ongaku, but to be fair that does cost a Yen
or two more. As I started to tune the system setup for the Liszt, I
understood what was meant by this explanation. Just for testing
purposes I removed the TRON Telstar 211 from an otherwise so-
nically well-functioning table and put it on the floor. The Liszts
acknowledged this with a comparatively massive jump in sound
quality. In hindsight, it appeared to me that the table had had a
really negative influence on the TRON Telstar, it caused the tu-
bes to sound comparatively brittle, robbed the midrange of co-
lor and liveliness, evaporated the spatial presentation, particu-
larly in terms of width and restrained the dynamic qualities. I
can only guess at how much more performance the silver trans-
former version of the Telstar would bring to these speakers.
Please note though, we’re not saying that this tube power am-

plifier is excessively sensitive to what it’s placed on. The point is
that the sensational resolving power of the Liszt demands fee-
ding with the very best sound if you really want to savor its plea-

Connections for Cinch and balanced XLR input.
Above it is the control panel for the active bass
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sures to the full. Those with the economic wherewithal can see
this as an advantage: the Liszts’ acoustic returns come immedia-
tely and leave no questions unanswered, regardless of with what
you partner them with. In the first few minutes of listening after
installation, I had the impression that the focus could be a little
more exact and that it might do the speakers some good if they
were pushed back a few centimeters – and then it clicked into
place. Not like the usual speaker positioning – shoving here and
there and all of a sudden the bass is just right and the spatiality
opens up and together with the focusing gets more precise. Here,
I previously had the impression that with the spatial imaging
and positioning of the individual bodies of sound, two parts we-
ren’t quite connected. Afterwards this unbelievably fascinating
effect of so-called ”haptic listening“ appeared.
I could quite happily live forever more with a pair of Living Voi-

ce OBX-RWs, and I’m certainly not just saying that just to get my
financial feet back on the floor. And the Dynaudio Evidence Pla-

tinum would also be an absolute dre-
am – they recently showed me how
great they can sound during a demo
under difficult acoustic conditions.
This ”haptic listening“ that the Liszt
makes possible, with all the dynamic-
rhythmic advantages of a well-con-
structed horn system, coupled with
this colorfulness, lifted in ideal sonic
balance, is a completely new quality. It
leads to a kind of desire for sound in
me, that I’ve never quite experienced
in this way before. Because up to now,
no speaker has been able to trigger this
response. 
So how did Ralph Krebs arrive at this

result? Before you start to look at his

Bass amplifier module for the active driving of the two 12-inch bass drivers. On the right you can see the giant 
(considering the low power requirement) 1200W toroidal transformer for the purely analog power supply
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Decades of experience with louds-
peakers had clarified for Ralph that he
wanted to develop his concept of a
horn system further. He found that,
with complex music, conventional sy-
stems were overloaded, whereas
horns, with their high efficiency, could
pick up and process every impulse
with lightning speed. For the big mi-
drange horn he chose the famous TD
4001 compression driver with its
Beryllium diaphragm and Alnico ma-
gnet. However, only the few can work
with this chassis, as it’s far too expen-
sive for professional use, such as PA
and studio monitors, and is therefore
only made in small quantities with
lead times of up to 9 months. To avoid
being at the mercy of these long lead
times and at the same time to gain the
advantage of being able to match pairs
of drivers, Cessaro always orders 20-
30 units at a time – at a unit price of
around €3,000... The TD4001 is em-
ployed between 300 Hz and 8 kHz, the
lower midrange chassis thereby exten-
ding well into the midrange without
disturbing the sound and homogenei-
ty, and the high frequency range takes
over well above the sonically-critical
area of maximum efficiency of human
hearing by a good 2 kHz. 
The technical requirement profile

for the midrange horn demanded that
it had a high level of natural self-dam-
ping in order to effectively avoid reso-
nances at high energy densities. Ralph
Krebs spoke of experiments with
horns made from hardwood, which
sounded good to start with, but after a
while these became stressed due to the
movement of the wood and ultimate-
ly led to an unbalanced sound. Now,

often pretty extreme solutions, it’s illuminating to reveal a little
personal history. Like so many manufacturers, he built his first
speaker as a 13 year old boy, later he owned pretty much every
respectable speaker there was, but was never quite satisfied. He
never intended to turn his hobby into a profession, and during
the IT boom his company imported and distributed chips for
computer manufacturers. About 10 years ago he sold the firm,
with the capital he wanted to retire and devote his time to pur-
suing his passion for music, high-end hifi and building louds-
peakers. Question: What would happen with a 40-something
loudspeaker freak with an entrepreneurial streak and, erm, let’s
say, sufficient financial wherewithal behind him? That’s exactly
what we’re discovering in this article, amongst other things. 

Tweeter crossover: Only the lower 5 components are in the signal path.
Custom-made for Cessaro: silvered mica capacitors
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is then filled with a very special, and very expensive, polymer,
which Ralph was able to obtain thanks to his previous professio-
nal relationships with a leading chemistry firm. After hardening,
the horn weighs a good 55 kg, and that’s without the 13 kg TAD
driver and without the 7 kg stainless steel mounting ring. It must
be difficult and pretty stressful painting a horn like this – it needs
to be treated like a raw egg – but a raw egg weighing 55 kg. By the
way, the Cessaro stainless steel parts aren’t the usual V2A stain-

he has a pair of moulds made from al-
uminum, which are then overlaid with
glass and carbon fiber matting, which
are removed after hardening, and are
joined through the laminating of a
connecting ring. At the same time,
metal bolts are laminated in, so that at
the end, a hollow horn emerges. This

Diameter: 58 cm, weight: 75 kg, color:
Kawasaki light blue, at the request of
Ralph Krebs’ wife
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rantee that the rearward horn channel
remained closed. The answer was ac-
tually quite simple, even though the
solution behind it was very expensive
and involved much handiwork. The
30mm multiplex plywood enclosures
have 36mm thick Paraplan plates on
the side contact surfaces. Paraplan is a
very expensive high-gloss material
that not only has ideal damping quali-
ties but is also very sturdy. The two
mating plates are ground until they
are completely flat and completely se-
al the bass horn channel. The toleran-
ces are so tight, that only the two parts
of the same loudspeaker channel will
actually fit together. 
Things start to get really interesting

when it comes to the 11-inch lower
mid driver with 110 dB/W/m sensiti-
vity. It’s a French Supravox unit, who-
se diaphragm is traditionally made
from hand-made paper in a family bu-
siness in the same way since the 1940s.
However, Ralph Krebs has had a few
parameters changed, since he is not
using the chassis in its originally in-
tended configuration as part of a
front-loaded horn, but instead with an
infinite baffle. So it only needs to go
down to 500 Hz. 
Before I started tuning the system in

the listening room, I thought I could
hear the Supravox. With a greater li-
stening distance this effect disappea-
red, the classy French chassis with its
2.1 Tesla field strength – the physical
limit is 2.4 T, Japanese manufacturers
are fond of being somewhat generous
in their spec sheets – did exactly what
it should: with its extreme drive, inte-
grated the mid-horn and the active
twin bass.

less, but rather V4A stainless which offers better corrosion resi-
stance – necessitated by the Asian climate. Also, Cessaro only use
stainless steel tools to ensure that no surface rust from normal
steel tools can contaminate the stainless speaker components
and cause signs of rust years later. And all that, even though not
a single screw can be seen, a fact which understandably increases
the build complexity.  
Hidden behind the horn in the top cabinet are two 12-inch bass

drivers. These are configured in a V-arrangement, angled but
symmetrical to each other. At the back of the cabinet is the out-
let for the horn channel, the lower housing has a corresponding
inlet on the top, which finally opens out visibly at the front, so
we’re talking about a front loaded horn. The V-formation allo-
wed Cessaro to accommodate a large diaphragm surface area in
a relatively narrow 47cm-wide cabinet, and with a total horn
length of 2.3 metres, to create a genuine front-loaded bass horn. 
I wondered how the two cabinets were sealed together to gua-

TAD supertweeters with a superlight 0.07g Beryllium diaphragm and new
brass spherical horn
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While we’re on the subject of percussion: should you ever find
yourself  able to listen to the Liszts under good conditions, make
sure you take a recording with plenty of percussion with you. Jon
Hassel’s Earthquake Island (Ariola 200308) for example. There
really aren’t that many systems that can even begin to cope with
multiple percussion, tabla, congas and hand clapping. It may well
often sound impressive and dynamic. But what it means when
you can feel the instruments in front of you, how they attack,
draw you in, every drumbeat a small explosion, a celebration of
the power of  rhythm and sound, that is reserved for sonic giants
such as the Liszt. In addition to the TRON Telstar 211 that I
mainly used (and which gave me great pleasure), I also used
Thöress 300B monoblocks, which I particularly liked, and which
for the money would only be beaten by a Pure Sound A10 inte-
grated amp with EL84 tubes. Mind you, hardly anyone would
drive the Liszts with these, but, together with the Thöress amps,
they proved that their approximately 10 W output marks the be-
ginning of the feel-good range of the Cessaro Liszt, even if they
seem a bit underpowered on paper. Finally, I had the opportuni-
ty to listen to Ralph Krebs’ new super-speaker with the 360,000
Euro Rike Audio Edzard. In case any further proof were neces-
sary, the mono power amps with the enormous KR tubes de-
monstrated with yet another sonic leap the essential properties of
the Cessaro Liszt: how close it’s possible to get to the moment of
creation of music. 

xxxx
Loudspeaker Cessaro Liszt
Type: 4-way horn system Crossovers: 2ND
order, crossover frequencies 80, 500, 8000 Hz
Impedance: 8 Ohm Sensitivity: 100dB/W/m
Frequency response: 30Hz-45kHz Features:
active bass Size (W/H/D): 47/216/108 cm
(1.54 x 7.08 x 3.54 feet) Weight: 900 kg per
pair (1984 pounds) 

Retail: 120 000 �
Kontakt: Cessaro GmbH, Zeil 7, 63667 Nidda,
Telefon +49 6043/9887070, www.cessaro.de
xxxx

Unlike the more adaptive modular
Cessaro loudspeakers, the Liszt requi-
res a minimum listening distance of
4.5-6m (15-20 feet). Take into conside-
ration the necessary space of about 50
cm/20“ behind the listening position,
and the space from the front of the
speakers of at least 120 cm (4 feet), and
you end up with a minimum depth of
6.5 m  (21 feet) for your listening room.
At higher volumes it proved of benefit
in our editorial listening room to open
the door, to allow the bass frequencies a
bit of extra space to propagate.
Don’t misunderstand me: of course

it’s incredibly entertaining being able
to listen to heavy music, like various
kinds of rock or electronica at high
volume, more transparently and cle-
an-sounding than ever before. But one
of the fundamental outstanding abili-
ties of the Liszt is its capacity to kick in
even at very low levels, immediately
throwing you into the musical events
without you constantly eyeing up the
volume control. Sandro Perri’s calm
and Spartan acoustically accompanied
songs on Tiny Mirrors (Constellation
CST047-1) get real emotional fire
thanks to the seemingly limitless dy-
namics of the percussion. Like how
the Liszt presents the closely miked-
up guitar and voice with considerable
explosiveness. It gets really exciting
and before you know it, you feel like
you’re in the midst of the recording,
you’re so surrounded and captivated
by the sounds. Had I previously had
the impression that the song ”Double
Suicide“ expressed its tragedy with a
certain helpless lethargy? With the
Liszt, the guitar and drums alone tell a
different story. 


